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1 Abstract
This project is based around the analysis of a mathematical description of V. cholerae
epidemics in cities connected by a river system. The stability analysis is descriped
step by step to give the reader a thourough understanding of the material. A Matlab
package has been coded and is included in full in the appendix. The program is explained
superficially in the project. The usefulness of the model is discussed in regards to the
parameters needed, and the results reached by an artificial scenario calculated by the
program. It becomes evident that there are some problems with the current model,
due to several parameters that needs to be calibrated to specific outbreaks after they
occur. This is mainly caused by a lack of understanding of the bacteria. Some problems
concerning the calculations in Matlab are uncovered, which will result in an error that
grows over longer timespans.
I dette projekt analyseres en matematisk model af koleraepidemier, i byer forbundet
a et flodsystem. Stabilitetsanalysen er trinvist beskrevet for at give lseren en grundig
forstelse af materialet. Et Matlab-program er blevet skrevet og er inkluderet i sin helhed
i appendixet. Programmet er overfladisk beskrevet i projektet. Modellens brugbarhed
diskuteres i forhold til de ndvendige parametre, og resultaterne fra et kunstigt opsat
scenarie, der er udregnet i programmet. Det viser sig, at der er nogle problemer med
modellen, da flere af parametrene m kalibreres efter specifikke udbrud efter de er sket.
Dette skyldes hovedsageligt en manglende forstelse af bakteriens opfrsel. Der bliver ogs
fundet et problem ved brug af Matlab-koden, der resulterer i en fejl der vokser jo lngere
tidsperiode der simuleres.
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2 Introduction
The mathematical modeling of infectious diseases is well described in the literature, and
the need for these models are obvious. Diseases that are transmitted directly from person
to person are relatively simple to model using the SIR system, which gives an adequate
prediction of the way it will spread. Models have been suggested to describe the behavior
of diseases with a carrier other than humans. The benefit of accurate mathematical
models are evident, so naturally much study has gone into the development of models
that produce as precise predictions as possible. The problem with describing the spread
of diseases that are not transferred directly between people is that it introduces a lot
of new variables that has to be accounted for. Cholera is waterborne and has been
responsible for many epidemics. For this reason it needs to take the movement of the
infection in water supplies into account. In 2008 E. Bertuzzo et al. [3] published a model
based on work done by Claudia Torres Codeco [4], that looks on cities interconnected
by rivers. The model seems to generate useful information concerning the future spread
of the disease. To achieve this it has expanded and changed the basic structure of the
SIR model. By analyzing it, some details about the disease has been better understood.
This paper shows the basic analysis of the model and reproduces it in MatLab code.
2.1 Problem
The aim is to analyze the model proposed by E. Bertuzzo Et al. [3] as to get a better
understanding of the actual disease. The model is coded in matlab, and this code is
represents the bulk of the work. We have also retraced the steps necessary to obtain
the threshhold value, described in the stability chapter. Finally some of the flaws of the
model is discussed.
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3 The model
3.1 Model introduction
In this project we look at the spread of epidemics in networks, more specific the spread of
Vibrio cholera in river systems. By representing human communities as nodes in which
the cholera can infect people, and looking at the river connecting the nodes as edges,
a model of the spread of V. cholera in a river system can be derived. This is done by
coupling the model for the nodes and the model for the edges. The model describing
the nodes has three state variables, the number of susceptible S, the number of infected
I, and the concentration of V. cholera in aquatic environment. The three variables can
be described by the following system of first-order differential equations:
dS
dt
= n(H − S)− a B
K +B
S
dI
dt
= a
B
K +B
S − (r +m+ n)I
dB
dt
= nbB +
p
KW
I
(1)
The parameters and there units are shown in 1 on page 5. The first equation de-
scribes the dynamics of susceptible in a community of the size H. Susceptible are born
in the average rate n, and dies with the same rate n. Susceptible get infected at a rate
aB/(K+b), where a is the rate of contact with the contaminated water, and B/(K+B) is
the probability of becoming infected to the concentration of V. cholera in the water. The
second equation describes the dynamics of infected. Individuals get infected as described
in the first equation, and recover at a rate r, and die at a rate of natural mortality n and
disease-caused mortality m. The third equation describes the dynamics of the V. cholera
bacteria in the water reservoir. Infected individuals contribute to the concentration of
bacteria in the reservoir with a rate p/W, where p is the rate of production of the bacte-
ria by one infected person, and W is the volume of the reservoir. n(b) is the growth rate
of the free-living bacteria in the reservoir and is negative, because bacteria mortality
in natural environments usually exceeds the reproduction. This model considers people
recovered from cholera as immune, because immunity usually last langer than 2 years as
the epidemic considered here [3]. .
The parameters B and K are measured in cells per cubic meter, so by dividing through
with K, the dimensionless parameter B∗ is obtained, and the equations are now:
dS
dt
= n(H − S)− a B
∗
1 +B∗
S (2)
dI
dt
= a
B∗
1 +B∗
S − (r +m+ n)I (3)
dB∗
dt
= nbB∗ +
p
KW
I (4)
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By doing so the parameters p, K and W are now written into one ratio, which together
with the V. cholera growth rate control the process of the dynamics in the system.
By doing a linear stability analysis with the initial values S(0) = H, I(0) > 0andB∗(0) =
0, we obtain a critical threshold for the population size of a node, which will lead to an
epidemic outbreak if the population size is greater than the threshold.
H > Sc =
−(r +m+ n)KnbW
ap
(5)
If the population size is less than the critical threshold, the infected population will
decrease to zero.
The model used for the spreading of cholera through the network is done by random
walk in a graph. The infected propagule has a certain probability to move from a node
to any adjacent nodes that are connected to it through an edge may it be an inward or
an outward edge. Each edge gets an orientation according to the flow direction. Pout is
defined as the probability that an infected propagule leaving a node moves to another
node along an edge, and Pin is defined as the probability of the infected propagule to
enter the node. We have then Pout + Pin = 1. In this model, each node can have
an arbitrary number of inward and outward edges, thus the analysis of a random walk
process is done on a generic-oriented graph.
It is assumed that a propagule can move following an outward edge with a probaility
proportional to Pout, and along an inward edge with a probability proportional to Pin.
Then the probability for an infected propagule being transported from node i to j can
be expressed as:
Pij =

Pout
dout(i)Pout+din(i)Pin
ifi→ j
Pin
dout(i)Pout+din(i)Pin
ifi← j
0 ifi= j
(6)
Dout(i) is the number of the outward edges for node i, and Din(i) is the number of
inward edges for node i. Since Pout +Pin = 1, we have that
N∑
j=1
lPji = 1, where N is the
total number of nodes.
The local epidemic model is applied to each node of the network, and we have 3N state
variables Si Ii and B∗i . where the subscript i, is defined by the nodes. The assumption
that the cells are moved on at a certain rate l is made, and transported through the
network with the probability described in (3.1). Then the equations describing the
process of V. cholera are:
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Symbol Description Value Note
Si number of susceptibles in node i equation 1
Ii number of infected in node i equation 1
Bi concentration of V. cholera in the water reservoir in node i
a equation 1
n population natality and mortality rateb 5× 10−5 estimated
a rate of exposure to contaminated waterb 1 estimated
K concentration of V. cholera that yields 50% chance of being infected with choleraa
r rate of which people recover from cholerab 0.2 estimated
m mortality rate due to cholerab 4× 10−4 estimated
nB net growth rate of V. cholera in the aquatic environment
b -0.228 calibrated
p rate of production by one infected person of V. cholera that reach the water reservoirb
Wi volume of the water reservoir in node i
Sc1 critical threshold of node i equation 12
b transport bias (Pout − Pin) 0.08 calibrated
l V. cholera mobilityb 3.5 calirated
Table 1: Model parameters and suggested values
a Measured in cells per m−3
b Measured per day
c Measured in cells per day per person
dSi
dt
= n(Hi − Si)− a B
∗
i
1 +B∗i
Si
dIi
dt
= a
B∗i
1 +B∗i
Si − (r +m+ n)Ii
dB∗i
dt
= nbB∗i +
p
KWi
I − lB∗i +
N∑
j=1
lPjiB
∗
j
Wj
Wi
(7)
For i=1,2,N. The population size Hi and the water volume Wi depends on the nodes,
but the other parameters are independent of the nodes. The expanded part in the last
equation represents the total water supply for node i. The network links all the nodes,
and thereby the contaminated water in one community can spread and contaminate
connected communities.
To minimize the parameters, it is assumed that the water volume is a nondecreasing
function of the population size: Wi = f(Hi). By changing the function f, different
scenarios of the epidemic can occur.
The parameters in the model was estimated as following from the data from KwaZulu
Natal by Bertuzzo Et Al [3]: The inverse of the average lifetime in KwaZulu-Natal, 60
years, was the estimated to be the mortality and the natality rate, hence n ' 5×10−5d−1.
The average duration of the cholera infection is 5 days, so the recovery rate per day, r,
so hence r = 0.2d−1. Death coursed by the cholare epidemic was analysed to be 0.2%.
By the assumption that 99.8% of the infected people survived, the cholera mortality rate
m was estimated to be exp(−m/n) = 0.998, and then m = 4× 10−4d−1.
The parameters l, b and nB, were calibrated by dividing the parameters two groups.
The first group for the parameters related the transportation model, and the other to
the local model. Then a combination of randomly chosen parameters for the first group,
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nB was calibrated by minimizing the mean square error between the data from the case
of cholera outbreak in KwaZulu Natal province, and from the simulations.
3.2 Stability analysis
In this chapter it is worked out under which circumstances the arrival of i infected people
will lead to an cholera outbreak in a bacteria-free city. We start with a general definition
of stability.
Definition1 Given is a system of differential equations
x˙ = f(x). (8)
An equilibrium solution x = x0 of the system (8) is said to be a stable solution if, for
every ε > 0 exists a δ > 0 such that every solution x = Φ(t) of (8) which satisfies
||Φ(0) = x0|| < δ (9)
also satisfies
||Φ(t) = x0|| < ε (10)
for all t ≥ 0.
Further a stable solution is called asymptotically stable if there exists a δ0 with 0 < δ0 < δ,
such that if a solution x = Φ(t) satisfies
||Φ(0) = x0|| < δ0 (11)
then
lim
t→∞Φ(t) = x
0. (12)
In words: An equilibrium x is stable if another solution y which starts sufficiently close
to x stay close to x for all time and it is asymptotically stable if y not only stays
close but eventually approaches x as t → ∞. If a solution is stable or asymptotically
stable, small perturbations will have a negligible effect over time. This is advisable for
systems concerning the spreading of diseases. Besides the obvious stable solution, where
the population has become extinct, we are interested in finding other values that will
give a more detailed view of the disease, and may help in the prevention of large scale
outbreaks.
If we now consider the equilibrium solution x∗ of (7) with
x∗ =
 H0
0
 .
1see [1, 9.3 Stability: Almost Linear Systems, p. 471f]
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We are interested in the parameters for which a solution x with x(0) = (H, i, 0)T , i ≥ 0
approaches x∗ as time passes by or equivalent for which parameters x∗ is asymptotically
stable.
We define ∆x := (x−x∗) and write our system (7) simply as f(x). Note that f(x) = x˙
and therefore f(x∗) = 0.
Using the first order Taylor-approach for f around the point x∗ we write:
f(x) = f(x∗) +∇f(x∗)(x− x∗) (13)
and because f(x∗) = 0
f(x) = ∇f(x∗)(x− x∗), (14)
Using our definitions we transform this equation:
x˙ = ∇f(x∗)∆x (15)
At this point it is remarkable that f(x− x∗) = (x− x∗)′ ∗= x′ − x˙∗ = x˙ (∗ holds because
x and x∗ are both vectors of functions of t). This leads to the equation
(∆x)′ = x˙, (16)
By defining y := ∆x, A := ∇f(x∗) we write (15) in the form a linear system:
y˙ = Ay. (17)
The equilibrium solution y∗ = 0 of (17) is equivalent to the solution x = x∗ of (7)
which is a direct conclusion of the definition of y.
If y∗ = 0 is asymptotically stable we know that every solution x close to x∗ will eventu-
ally approach x∗ as t → ∞ because every solution y close to y∗ approaches y∗ and y is
equivialent to a solution x with a small diffrence to x∗. We will use the following criteria
for analysing the stability of (17):
Theorem Let x be a solution of x˙ = Ax and also let detA 6= 0 and λi be the eigenvalues
of A. x is asymptotically stable if all λi are real and negative.2
Following the definition A is the Jacobian-matrix J of f at the point x∗.
First we calculate J in general:
J =

−n− aB
∗
1 +B∗
0
−aS
(1 +B∗)2
aB∗
1 +B∗
−r −m− n aS
(1 +B∗)2
0
p
KW
nB
 (18)
2see [1, 9.2 The Phase Plane: Linear Systems, p. 457f, Case 1. Real unqueal eigenvalues of the same
sign.] where they show an example for two dimensions. However it is obvious how to extrapolate
into 3 or even n dimenions.
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and secondly we introduce the values of x∗:
J(H, 0, 0) =
−n 0 −aH0 −r −m− n aH
0
p
KW
nB

Hence J(H, i, 0) is a block matrix with a down-left zero block we know at this point
that λ1 = −n is the first eigenvalue of J and because n is a positive parameter λ1 is
negative.
Now we focus on the down-right block from J(H, i, 0) which we donate as Jdr. This
block is a 2 dimensional system so we apply the corresponding Routh-Hurwitz criteria.
Theorem Let A be a 2 × 2 matrix with real eigenvalues λ1, λ2. The eigenvalues are
negative if the following conditions are held.
1. det(A) > 0
2. Trace(A) < 0
Applying this on Jdr we get the following unequations:
det(Jdr) = −nB(r +m+ n)− apH
KW
> 0 (19)
Trace(Jdr) = nB − (r +m+ n) < 0 (20)
Remember r,m and n are positive parameters and nB is negative; therefore (20) is always
true. Consider now (19):
− nB(r +m+ n)− apH
KW
> 0
⇔− nB(r +m+ n) > apH
KW
⇔−nB(r +m+ n)KW
ap
> H
We define
Sc :=
−nB(r +m+ n)KW
ap
(21)
So (19) is true if and only if :
H < Sc (22)
This is the criteria that must be met if all the eigenvalues of J(H, 0, 0) are to be positive.
According to our theorem we showed the asymptotically stability of the solution y∗ of
(17). Moreover we already lined out that the asymptotically stability of this solution is
equivalent to the asymptotically stability of the solution x∗ of (7).
In short
x∗ = (H, 0, 0)T
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of (7) is asymptotically stable if
H < Sc
where
Sc =
−nB(r +m+ n)KW
ap
It is worth noting that Sc does not take I(0) into account, so the danger of an outbreak
is not influenced by the amount of infected people arriving in the city, but only the
population size in relation to various attributes of the water supply. This may seem
counterintuitive, but it is a direct consequence of the way the models are constructed.
3.3 Matlab-code
This section gives a brief overview about the matlab-code attached to this paper.
The whole code is split up in 8 files namely:
• check.m
• deqSystem.m
• parameters.m
• progarbar.m
• runsim.m
• showGraph.m
• solve.m
• store.m
check.m
This file is used for checking all user defined parameters are in a proper format and
calculate some derived parameters. It will be checked that the vectors of H, I, W and
B are of the same length and if the adjacency matrix A is an n × n-matrix where n is
the length of H (which corresponds to the number of introduced cities). If one of this
checks fail the code displays a corresponding error message.
In the next step A is tested for correct input. A city i may have a connection to city j
or not, therefore
aij ∈ {0, 1} (23)
for all i and j. Furthermore we don’t allow nodes to be connected to themselves, and if
i is connected to j we don’t allow j to connect back to i, as this would not be consistent
with the directional flow of rivers. This can be expressed in the constraint
aij = 1 ⇒ aji = 0. (24)
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Keep in mind that not every city has to be connected so aij = 0 ⇒ aji = 1 is not
true.
By combining (23) and (24) and the fact that aTij = aji we can check A by testing if each
entry satisfies the following condition
aij + aTij ≤ 1. (25)
We assume that (23) is true because the user would have to introduce negative values
into the matrix to get a false positive.
While the entire matrix will be checked, it makes good sense to calculate the number of
inward and ourward connections. This is for any city i
dout =
n∑
j=1
aij
and
din =
n∑
j=1
aji =
n∑
j=1
aTij .
This is a direct consequence of the way A is set up.
Finally the script will also calculate the probabilty matrix P . The entries of this
matrix are used in the final equation of the model (7). Also a threshold warning will
be displayed if the population size of a city is over its critical threshold and a cholera
outbreak may occur. The very last action is setting a checking variable to 1 which was
set to zero in the first line. The main program will test if this variable is set to one and
otherwise it will exit immediately. This is done to prevent the program from crashing
when running the next set of scripts.
deqSystem.m
This file returns a vector of differential equations as input for the matlab ode-function.
The input argument init is a vector containing the initial conditions.
init = (S1(0) S2(0) ... Sn(0) I1(0) I2(0) ... In(0) B1(0) B2(0) ... Bn(0)) .
The returned vector have the same structure and the equations are as defined in the
model (7).
parameters.m
All the necessary parameters are set and may be varied in this file. This includes the
population size, initial number of infected people and bacteria concentration as well as
the probability for bacteria to reach another city via an outwards leading stream Pout.
This file also calculates the probability Pin (as Pin = 1−Pout), a time vector for the ode
solver and the critical threshold for each city.
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progbar.m
The code in this file is not related to the problem but tries to calculate the remaining
time the code will run. To do so it will multiply the time it took to calculate the last
5% of all loops with the remaining % of all loops divided by five. Various tests reavealed
this is a fairly poor approximation but it least it shows the progress of the whole script.
runsim.m
Use this file to start the whole simulation. No parameters have to be given in this file.
Furthermore this script will call all the other scripts in the logical order
1. get all parameters via parameters.m
2. check these parameters via check.m
abort the code if the check variable is not true
3. solve the system via solve.m
4. save the results via store.m
5. display a message the script is finished
6. show graphs via showGraph.m
showGraph.m
This file requires a parameter result. This parameter has to be a m× n matrix of the
following structure:
results =

t1 S1(t1) ... SN (t1) I1(t1) ... IN (t1) B1(t1) ... BN (t1)
t2 S1(t2) ... SN (t2) I1(t2) ... IN (t2) B1(t2) ... BN (t2)
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
tm S1(tm) ... SN (tm) I1(tm) ... IN (tm) B1(tm) ... BN (tm)
 .
Assuming the matrix is of the form the code will calculate N via N = (n− 1)/3. Then
it will store the first column as a time vector t and extract all the S, I and B columns
into corresponding variables.
Via a for loop over N for each city the graph of succeptibles, infected and bacteria con-
centration will be plotted against time. This result is a total amount of 3N figures.
Note: this script can also be used as a stand alone code if the results of different simu-
lations are stored in variables.
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solve.m
This code will use a for loop to solve the system of equations for a specified period of
time. First some variables for the progressbar are set. Next the number of cities is
received as the length of the vector H. The first initial matrix is of course the given
values for S, I and B. For perfomance the save variables are filled up with zeros first.
Inside the loop the system will be solved for the time from day t(i− 1) to t(i+ 1). Keep
in mind the vector t is starting with day zero so t(n) = n − 1. Therefore the system is
solved from day i − 2 to i. The first time the loop is executed i = 2 so the system will
be evaluated beginning with day zero. The feedback from the od function [ts, sols] is of
the format:
ts =
i− 2i− 1
i

sols =
S1(i− 2) ... SN (i− 2) I1(i− 2) ... IN (i− 2) B1(i− 2) ... BN (i− 2)S1(i− 1) ... SN (i− 1) I1(i− 1) ... IN (i− 1) B1(i− 1) ... BN (i− 1)
S1(i) ... SN (i) I1(i) ... IN (i) B1(i) ... BN (i)

At i = 2 the values of the first row of the solution matrix are already stored in the
save variables. Therefore the next day (second row, i−1) will be saved to the according
variables. Furthermore these values will also be the new initial conditions for the next
step. So inductively i− 2 is an already known state and i− 1 is the new solution.
Consider now the last loop with i = length(t)− 1. Keep in mind t is going from 0 to
T +1 so length(t) = T +2 and therefore i = T +1. In conclusion the last solution stored
is for the day T according to the time parameter specified in parameters.m
Finally the result matrix will be constructed as described in the documentation for
showGraph.m
store.m
This file simply just saves the parameter result into a file result.txt with ascci encoding
so it is readable for varios text editors. It also creates the file result (without extension)
and saving result in a matlab format. So the variable can be restored via the command
load result.
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4 A critical view at the model
4.1 Discribing settings, parametres etc
The reservoir bounded to a community is the sum of the river volume where exposure to
the contaminated water occurs, and other water bodies such as wells. The volume of the
reservoir therefore is the sum of the estimation of the river volume where the citizens get
in contact with the contaminated water, and the waterbody linked to the community.
The variables can differ between the communities, due to things such as water filters.
This makes a prediction of several of the parameters very difficult. Because of the need
to calibrate many of the essential parameters after an actual outbreak, the model is, in
its current state, mainly useful for predicting outbreaks in previously infected areas. It
still represents a major step forward, but the mechanics of the bacteria itself needs to be
better understood if we are to make accurate predictions based on this model. Naturally,
estimates can be still be derived by using values from outbreaks in similar areas, and
keep in mind that the threshhold value depends on relatively few parameters.
A factor that has not been included in the model is the distance between the com-
munities. Cholera is a long lived bacteria, so the amount of cells per water unit is not
likely to go significantly down over time. Over longer timespans however, this is going to
result in a growing error, since the bacteria will seem to arrive faster than they actually
do. This is possible to take somewhat into account by adjusting the parameters, but
this will only postpone the problem.
The calibration of the parameters has been done by randomly choosing some param-
eters, and then change the remaining parametera so the results of the simulations fitted
with the lowest mean error of the actual data from KwaZulu Natal. This is necessary
since the model includes some variables that are very difficult to predict.
4.2 Immediate spreading of the bacteria
A major issue in the model is the way the spread of bacteria through the river system
is modelled. Recall the third equation from system (7)
dB∗i
dt
= nbB∗i +
p
KWi
I − lB∗i +
N∑
j=1
lPjiB
∗
j
Wj
Wi
.
In particular we would like to focus on the last term
N∑
j=1
lPjiB
∗
j
Wj
Wi
(26)
which defines the arrival of new bacterias into the water supply. Remember that Pij
is 0 if city i and j are not directly connected. There is no parameter for the distance
between city i and j and therefore no oppertunity of adjusting the travelling time of the
bacteria. Of course, it is possible to change the value of B to accommodate this, but
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there is currently no theory that adequately describes cholera under these circumstances.
Because of this, the value can only be calibrated to fit an existing outbreak.
Another problem is the fact that after one day, not only the cities connected to the
initial infected city will receive bacterias, but also those who are not directly conncected.
We will illlustrate this fact with the following artifical scenario with parameters shown
in figure 1.
i H I(0) B(0) W parameter value
1 50 1 0 1 n 5 · 10−5
2 50 0 0 1 a 1
3 50 0 0 1 r 0.2
4 50 0 0 1 m 4 · 10−4
5 1000000 0 0 1 nB −0.228
p 4.76 · 10−6
K 1
l 3.5
Pout 0.999
1 2 3 4 5
Figure 1: Initial values, parameters and connections.
City 1 and 5 have no direct connection so the expectation is that it will take some
time until the bacterias will eventually reach city number five. In reality the bacterias
will travel downstream and infect city 2, 3, 4 and finally 5. As already mentioned there
is no parameter indicating how fast the bacteria will travel the distances between these
cities. Because we are calculating the values for every day it is reasonable that the travel
time through a node is one day. So we expect city 2 to be become infected at day 1, city
3 at day 2 and city 5 at day 4.
Table 2 shows the values for S5, I5, and B5 for the first 10 simulated days.
This table shows that already at the very first day of the simulation city five will suffer
from cholera bacteria. Day 3 is the last day the city was expected to be disease free.
The bolded values are the calculated errors of the simulation. Even if the concentration
B5(3) = 7.9842903 · 10−15 seems to be small, a further investigation is needed to get an
overview about the impact of this error over time. For this reason we simulated a single
city scenario with initial conditions taken from city five at day three and paramters as
shown in figure 1. The resulting graphs for all values are shown in figure 2a - c.
The graphs have in common that there is almost no change during the first 30 days.
During the next ten days the number of infected people will increase until it reaches
its highest value with about 400 000 infected at day number 40 while the number of
succetibles start falling below 100 000 people until day 50.
This small change in the initial values represent the error made by the simulation.
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day S5 I5 · 10−5 B5 · 10−7
1 1000000 0.000010254581620 0.000000004373684
2 999999.999999998 0.000139755522697 0.000000027321585
3 999999.999999993 0.000576700255194 0.000000079842903
4 999999.999999980 0.001679478860408 0.000000198680262
5 999999.999999949 0.004286994960996 0.000000472120958
6 999999.999999874 0.010361120403904 0.000001105348536
7 999999.999999700 0.024473501425330 0.000002575358419
8 999999.999999294 0.057268452563219 0.000005991916321
9 999999.999998351 0.133532016533581 0.000013938581106
10 999999.999996156 0.310909330185955 0.000032423524221
Table 2: Calcualted values for S, I and B of city five.
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Figure 2: Impact of the simulated error for city 5
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During the first month almost no change appears and it can be expected that the data
gained from the simulation will fit the real world pretty well. However during the
following weeks the disease will infect nearly the whole population of the city. No matter
how fast a proper simulated disease will spread through a city, adding the error to the
data will result in a more agressive and faster developing outbreak.
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5 Conclusion
The error discussed in the previous chapter may be negligable if the focus is on short
time developement with a maximum length of about a month. For simulations with
the aim of gaining results for a longer development of the disease, a correction of the
formulae is neccessary. The most basic way of fixing this mistake is a slight change in
the third term of (7):
dB∗i
dt
= nbB∗i +
p
KWi
I − lB∗i +
N∑
j=1
lPjiB
∗
j (t− aji)
Wj
Wi
(27)
By doing so the derivation of B∗ is no longer influenced by B∗j at the same time, but
by B∗j at the time point t− aji where aji is a nonnegative integer representing the time
in days the water travels from city j to city i. (For a pair of cities i, j with no direct
connection aij may be zero.) During the beginning of the simulation when t is small
it may occur that the functional argument of B∗j (t − aji) becomes negative. Thus it is
necessary to provide extra information for S, I and B if t is below zero. In a disease
free pre-scenario the vector (H, 0, 0) provides accurate information for the time before
the simulation starts. In other situations (for example in an endemic environment) one
should try to find a starting point of the disease so that the simulation starts at this day
with no cholera in the pre-scenario time.
It is also apparent that a better understanding of the behaviour of the bacteria is
needed to predict some of the parameters. The model is still useful to model a current
outbreak after a certain timespan, or an outbreak in a previously infected area. These
are commom problems when modelling complex real world scenarios, that need to take
a lot of factors into account.
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A Matlab code
The source code for the complete Matlab script in alphabetical order.
A.1 check.m
function [ p inke lephant d in d out c i t i e s P] = check (H, I ,W,B,A,
P out , P in , th )
p inke lephant = 0 ;
c i t i e s = length (H) ;
d in = zeros (1 , c i t i e s ) ;
d out = zeros (1 , c i t i e s ) ;
P = zeros ( c i t i e s , c i t i e s ) ;
%% Check i f a l l v e c t o r s are o f the same s i z e
i f c i t i e s ˜= length ( I )
d i s p l a y ( ’ERROR: Vectors H and I are not o f the same length ’
)
return
end
i f c i t i e s ˜= length (W)
d i s p l a y ( ’ERROR: Vectors H and W are not o f the same length ’
)
return
end
i f c i t i e s ˜= length (B)
d i s p l a y ( ’ERROR: Vectors H and B are not o f the same length ’
)
return
end
%% Check i f A i s in a proper format ( a l s o c a l c u l a t e d i n and
d out f o r each c i t y )
At = transpose (A) ;
t e s t = A + At ;
for i =1: c i t i e s
for j =1: c i t i e s
i f t e s t ( i , j ) > 1
d i s p l a y ( [ ’ERROR: Double connect ion between c i t y ’ ,
num2str( i ) , ’ and ’ num2str( j ) ] )
return
end
d out ( i ) = d out ( i ) + A( i , j ) ;
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d in ( i ) = d in ( i ) + At( i , j ) ;
end
end
%% C a l c u l a t e P
% ! ! ! ! ! can ’ t be combind because we need d i n and d out ! ! ! ! !
for i =1: c i t i e s
for j =1: c i t i e s
i f A( i , j ) == 1
P( i , j ) = P out / ( d out ( i ) ∗P out + d in ( i ) ∗P in ) ;
end
i f At( i , j ) == 1
P( i , j ) = P in / ( d out ( i ) ∗P out + d in ( i ) ∗P in ) ;
end
end
end
%% Threshold warning
for i = 1 : c i t i e s
i f H( i ) >= th ( i )
disp ( [ ’ATTENTION: Populat ion o f c i t y ’ , num2str( i ) , ’
i s over the th r e sho ld . ( ’ , num2str( th ( i ) ) , ’ ) ’ ] )
else
disp ( [ ’ Populat ion o f c i t y ’ , num2str( i ) , ’ i s under the
th r e sho ld . ( ’ , num2str( th ( i ) ) , ’ ) ’ ] )
end
end
%%
pinke lephant = 1 ;
return ;
A.2 deqSystem.m
function sys = deqSystem ( t , i n i t )
global n a r m n B p K l P H W
N = length ( i n i t ) /3 ;
S = [ ] ;
I = [ ] ;
B = [ ] ;
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for i = 1 :N
S = [ S i n i t ( i ) ] ;
I = [ I i n i t (N+i ) ] ;
B = [B i n i t (2∗N+i ) ] ;
end
sys = zeros (3∗N, 1 ) ;
for i = 1 :N
sum = 0 ;
for j = 1 :N
sum = sum + l ∗P( j , i ) ∗B( j ) ∗W( j ) /W( i ) ;
end
sys ( i ) = n∗(H( i )−S( i ) )−a∗B( i ) /(1+B( i ) ) ∗S( i ) ;
sys (N+i ) = a∗B( i ) /(1+B( i ) ) ∗S( i )−(r+m+n) ∗ I ( i ) ;
sys (2∗N+i ) = n B∗B( i )+p/(K∗W( i ) ) ∗ I ( i )− l ∗B( i )+sum ;
end
A.3 parameters.m
function [T H I B W A n a r m n B p K l P out P in t th ] =
parameters
global n a r m n B p K l
T = 1200 ; %Simulat ion l e n g t h in days .
H = [500000 200000 100000 500 2 0 0 ] ; %
Populat ion s i z e v e c t o r .
I = [ 0 1 1 0 0 ] ; % number o f i n f e c t e d
B = [ 0 0 0 0 0 ] ; % c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f b a c t e r i a
W = [ 1 1 1 1 1 ] ; % volume o f water
%% Adjacency matrix . (1 at a i j i n d i c a t e s c i t y i has a one way
connect ion to c i t y j .
A = [ 0 0 0 0 0 ;
0 0 0 1 0 ;
0 0 0 1 0 ;
0 0 0 0 1 ;
1 0 0 0 0 ] ;
%% Fixed paramateres v a l i d f o r a l l c i t i e s
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n = 5∗10ˆ(−5) ; % p o p u l a t i o n n a t i l i t y and m o r t i l i t y
r a t e
a = 1 ; % r a t e o f exposure to contaminated
water
r = 0 . 2 ; % r a t e at which pe op l e recover from
c h o l e r a
m = 4∗10ˆ(−4) ; % m o r t i l i t y r a t e due to c h o l e r a
n B = −0.228; % net growth r a t e o f b a c t e r i a ( u s u a l l y
n e g a t i v e )
p = 4.76∗10ˆ(−6) ; % r a t e o f product ion by one i n f e c t e d
person t h a t reaches the water sup p ly
K = 1 ; % C e l l s per water u n i t in water t h a t
has a 50% chance o f i n f e c t i n g a person
l = 3 . 5 ; % b a c t e r i a t r a v e l r a t e
P out = 0 . 9 9 9 ; % outward t r a v e l chance
%% d e r i v e d paramteres
P in = 1 − P out ; % inward t r a v e l chance
t = [ 0 :T+1] ; % time v e c t o r +1 necessary f o r
the ODE s o l v e r
%% C a l c u l a t e t h r e s h o l d s
th = ce i l (−( r+n+m) ∗K∗n B∗W/( a∗p) ) ;
return
A.4 progbar.m
function [ bar , p inkelephant , r e w r i t e ] = progbar ( i , s tatus , bar ,
totalTime , pinkelephant , r e w r i t e )
i f mod( i , s t a t u s ) == 0
bar = bar +5;
end
i f r e w r i t e == 1
d = [ ] ;
for panther = 1 : p inke lephant
d = [ d , ’ \b ’ ] ;
end
fprintf (d)
else
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r e w r i t e = 1 ;
end
remainingLoops = totalTime − i ;
lastRun = toc ; t ic ;
i f lastRun∗ remainingLoops > 3600
pinke lephant = fpr intf ( ’%u%% done ( approx %1.2 f h remaining
) Loop %u o f %u ’ ,bar , ( remainingLoops∗ lastRun /3600) , i ,
totalTime−1) ;
e l s e i f lastRun∗ remainingLoops > 60
pinke lephant = fpr intf ( ’%u%% done ( approx %2.1 f min
remaining ) Loop %u o f %u ’ ,bar , ( remainingLoops∗ lastRun
/60) , i , totalTime−1) ;
else
pinke lephant = fpr intf ( ’%u%% done ( approx %1.2 f s ec
remaining ) Loop %u o f %u ’ ,bar , remainingLoops∗ lastRun ,
i , totalTime−1) ;
end
%d i s p ( [ num2str ( bar ) , ’% done ( approx ’ , num2str ( mu l t i ∗ s e c s ) , ’
sec remaining ) ’ ] )
A.5 runsim.m
global n a r m n B p K l P H W
%g e t parameters . . .
[T H I B W A n a r m n B p K l P out P in t th ] = parameters ;
%. . . and check them .
[ p inke lephant d in d out c i t i e s P] = check (H, I ,W,B,A, P out , P in
, th ) ;
i f pinke lephant ˜= 1
return
end
r e s u l t = s o l v e ( I ,B,W, t ) ;
s t o r e ( r e s u l t ) ;
disp ( ’ ’ )
disp ( ’ done ’ )
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showGraph ( r e s u l t ) ;
A.6 showGraph.m
function showGraph ( r e s u l t )
close a l l
[m, n ] = s ize ( r e s u l t ) ;
N = (n−1) /3 ;
t = r e s u l t ( : , 1 ) ;
S = r e s u l t ( : , 2 :N+1) ;
I = r e s u l t ( : ,N+2:2∗N+1) ;
B = r e s u l t ( : , 2 ∗N+2:3∗N+1) ;
for i = 1 :N
Sin = 1 + 3∗( i −1) ;
I i n = Sin +1;
Bin = Sin +2;
f igure ( Sin ) ;
plot ( t , S ( : , i ) ) ;
set (gca , ’ Fonts i z e ’ ,16) ;
xlabel ( ’ time ( days ) ’ )
ylabel ( [ ’ s u s c e p t i b l e s in c i t y ’ ,num2str( i ) ] )
grid on ;
f igure ( I i n ) ;
plot ( t , I ( : , i ) ) ;
set (gca , ’ Fonts i z e ’ ,16) ;
xlabel ( ’ time ( days ) ’ )
ylabel ( [ ’ i n f e c t e d in c i t y ’ ,num2str( i ) ] )
grid on ;
f igure ( Bin ) ;
plot ( t ,B( : , i ) ) ;
set (gca , ’ Fonts i z e ’ ,16) ;
xlabel ( ’ time ( days ) ’ )
ylabel ( [ ’ b a c t e r i a in c i t y ’ ,num2str( i ) ] )
grid on ;
end
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A.7 solve.m
function r e s u l t = s o l v e ( I ,B,W, t )
global H
s t a t u s = ce i l ( ( length ( t )−2)/20) ;
bar = 0 ; p inke lephant = 0 ; r e w r i t e = 0 ; t ic
N = length (H) ;
i n i t = [H I B ] ;
t save = zeros ( length ( t ) −1 ,1) ;
Ssave = [H; zeros ( length ( t )−3,N) ] ;
I save = [ I ; zeros ( length ( t )−3,N) ] ;
Bsave = [B; zeros ( length ( t )−3,N) ] ;
for i =2: length ( t )−1
i f mod( i , s t a t u s ) == 0
[ bar , p inkelephant , r e w r i t e ] = progbar ( i , s tatus , bar ,
length ( t )−1, pinkelephant , r e w r i t e ) ; %p r o g r e s s i v e
d i s p l a y
end
t p o i n t s = t ( ( i −1) : i+1 ) ;
% t p o i n t s = [ t ( i−1) , t ( i +1) ] ;
opt ions = odeset ( ’ RelTol ’ ,1 e−6, ’ AbsTol ’ ,1 e−6) ;
[ ts , s o l s ] = ode15s ( @deqSystem , tpo int s , i n i t , opt ions ) ;
%[ ts , s o l s ] = ode23s ( @deqSystem , t p o i n t s , i n i t ) ;
t save ( i ) = t s (2 ) ;
Ssave ( i , : ) = s o l s ( 2 , 1 :N) ;
I save ( i , : ) = s o l s (2 ,N+1:2∗N) ;
Bsave ( i , : ) = s o l s (2 ,2∗N+1:3∗N) ;
i n i t = s o l s ( 2 , : ) ;
end
r e s u l t = [ t save Ssave I save Bsave ] ;
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A.8 store.m
function s t o r e ( r e s u l t )
save r e s u l t . txt r e s u l t −a s c i i ;
save r e s u l t r e s u l t
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